SAC, SEATTLE (100-2379) 1/21/64

SA JOHN E. CONNOR

CP ACTIVITY, SNOHOMISH COUNTY
IS - C

APPROVED: _______________________

Source Description Rec'd Agent Location
SE 710-S Visit to VERLE & FLORENCE HEMEKE, 12/28/63 and comments re CP meeting 1/2/64 JOHN E. CONNOR 134-614A-398

Informant furnished the following:

"On 12/28/63, BOB CLYMER visited VERLE and FLORENCE HEMEKE. VERLE was sick with the flu.

"VERLE said that he thought there were only two possible conclusions to be drawn regarding the murder of President Kennedy. VERLE said that he thought that OSWALD was either framed for the murder by rightists in the government, or that OSWALD was an active agent of the CIA or the right and actually committed the murder under orders from the right.

"FLORENCE told BOB that there would be a communist party meeting on the first Sunday in January, BOB said that he would be there."

ACTION: None.
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